Headphones

IMAGE X5
• True-to-life sound immersion
• Uniquely small, fashionable design
• Unparalleled comfort, amazingly accurate fit
• Exceptional durability

Specifications

Not only are Image headphones the world’s
smallest and lightest full-range in-ear headphone designs, the Image X5 fuses lifestyle, technology, and fashion to offer your
customers a personalized fit and deliver a
precision-tuned acoustic experience.
All of our Image earphones feature patentpending Contour Ear Gels that are designed
to fit comfortably inside the human ear canal.
These soft, oval silicon tips reduce ear fatigue
and provide an amazing seal for excellent
noise isolation and increased bass response.
Because ear canal measurements vary, each
Image model comes with five different sizes
of washable ear gels: small, medium, and
large single flange designs, as well as small
and large double flange designs.

Sensitivity

110 Decibel (dB)

Nominal Impedance

50 ohms @ 1kHz		

Drive Components

Balanced Full Range Driver

Woofer

Tuned Bass Reflex Woofer System

Crossover Frequency

N/A

Enclosure Material

Aluminum body; 50” vinyl cable

Input Connections

3.5mm

Noise Isolation

-26 Decibel (dB)

Weight

0.398 oz., 11 grams

Accessories

• Five sets of different-sized ear gels
• Premium carrying pouch
• Airplane and ¼” Adaptor
• Ear Gel Cleaning Tool

Finishes

Anodized Aluminum

Built From

2008			

Image X5 earphones feature silver gray aluminum bodies and sleek, streamlined black
“tails.” These flexible “tails” not only look
good, they reduce cable stress and serve as an
acoustic dampener to minimize cable noise.
Klipsch has gone to great lengths to ensure
the long-lasting durability of Image X5,
including its 50-inch-long vinyl cables. Put
through extensive “real world” testing, these
headphones feature strain relief at every cable
connection point to help prevent wire damage.
While they’re great iPod headphones, Image
X5 also works with the iPhone™ and virtually any device with a headphone jack. These
earphones come with a compact pouch, an
airline adaptor, five sets of ear gels and an
ear gel cleaning tool.
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